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(What follows is intended for those who would understand and apply the science of cosmic cycles derived from the teachings of the Ascended 

Masters of the Great White Brotherhood (of Light) as given through their Messengers, Mark and Elizabeth Clare Prophet and applied using the 
science of the cosmic clock and astrology.  I have followed as faithfully as I can the direct application and translation of the cycles as given, 

understanding it is karma making to interpret.  I have taken the Master's dictations to the altar and sat under my Christ Self and the Masters who 

tutor my soul and have applied these cycles in my own world for the purpose for which they are given, to save my soul.  What follows is the 
product of the cycles as given by the Masters and as applied and understood in the meditation of my heart with the hearts of Mother, my Guru, 

Saint Germain, Kuthumi, and Maitreya.  I have followed and applied this science for years.  I have been compelled to share these with you that 

my cup might be emptied that it might be filled again and again.  I have applied the science of light and the cosmic clock with my understanding 
of esoteric and mundane astrology to translate the hand writing on the wall of returning karma.  The light flushes out the darkness.  The 

methodology of this applied science is not given here, but the inquiring mind may understand.  The methodology will be given separately at a 

latter date. 
 It is my intention and purpose that you sit under your own vine and fig tree and use the material here and study the Masters teachings 

referenced here to enter into a dialogue with your God Presence and be God taught so as to acquire God's gifts of the Holy Spirit of Knowledge 

and Understanding, Discernment, and Interpretation of Tongues.  Your Christ Self is your teacher.  What truth lies here is only of value to you if 
it sets your heart to vibrate as two tuning forks that come into contact.  The Truth will set you free.  Your Christ Self is Truth. Seek and you will 

find. 

 What follows is for your intercession on behalf of mankind for the saving of souls and your ascension in the light.) 

 

Introduction 

 

 The mandate of victory in 2019 is to "stand in the eye of the storm and uphold the guru." In 

2019, the cycle of tens tells us that we are at the completion of an era, it is telling us that a 

finality will occur this year. This is the final stage of the period for which the current generations 

alive today have endeavored during the opportunity given to them. This is the ending that 

precedes a new beginning for the called-out ones upon the planet.  Cycles must be completed this 

year; the lessor self must be emptied so that the soul is ready for the new cycles that will begin in 

2020. Between this year of endings and next year (2020) of new beginnings (24 months), 

mankind especially the 13th Tribe, will begin to pass through a transformation of civilization 

while they themselves are undergoing a period of self-transformation, the First Resurrection.  

 

 Transformation is anticipated by all. In fact, it is eagerly being anticipated. But like 

adrenalin or too much caffeine it is often deceptive and misleading. One hundred years ago, in 

1919 we stood on the cusp of a new century that promised much. But the self-proclaimed 

beautiful people became swallowed up in their self indulgence and the hedonism of the roaring 

twenties which when it crashed (1929) led to poverty, starvation, disease and war that began a 

genocide that took well over 100 million in an unprecedented, we thought holocaust. 

 

 This last century was itself an ending, an ending of an age (Piscean), a millennium, a 

century and more.  It was the 10th stage of a greater cycle. While this century is the beginning of 

a new cycle (Aquarius) of personal freedom that our cosmology laid down for us by Jesus Christ, 

the Son of God, that tells us is of our personal Christhood and of God Government in the new 

land, America. This is the place prepared through the ages for the fulfillment of the promise of 

the Ages, the renaissance nation for the renaissance man as promised by the God of Abraham to 

his people....to come apart and be a separate and chosen people. The Nephilim, with us today as 

the Illuminati in the Church and the nations are determined to stop this cycle of the mass exodus 

from the current, modern Egypt called Babylon The Great and the church age (while Pluto is in 

Capricorn, 2009-2024). This cosmology and the Everlasting Gospel tell us that the Dragon 

revives the Beast of Rome, they call it, the Club of Rome.  
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 As with the transition from this year to the next (2019 - 2020) we are aware of the greater 

transition from one decade to the next. And we shall also see, of one century, one millennium 

and an Age to the next as we transition from the age of the fishermen, Pisces to the next, 

Aquarius, the water bearer.  Aquarius brings purification. Each succeeding year requires greater 

purification, Saint Germain says.  This will become known and be made clear as we transition 

into the next decade. Long has it been known that “that the meek shall inherit the earth”. To 

inherit implies that there is a transition and a transference. It means to be left with “the earth” 

from a predecessor or former owner (google it). 

 

 Jesus the Christ the Son of God left us a record, sealed by a judgment so it could not be 

altered like the rest of his cosmology and teachings by the Illuminati within the Church. This 

record is the Book of Revelations that tells us that this is the transition from the Church Age to 

the Kingdom Age that Jesus said would occur at the end of the 2000-year dispensation of the Age 

of Pisces (Revelations 20:4, the First Resurrection or Transformation). Revelations also tells us 

that at this time, at the end of the 2000 years, (in the 1990s) that the Fifth Angel would sound 

(the fifth trumpet judgment), it was then that John saw (in the 1990s) a star fall from heaven 

unto earth to whom was given the key to the bottomless pit which he opened (at Summer 

Solstice, June 1997), in Revelations chapter 9:2.  Here it is written, "There arose a smoke out of 

the pit, like the smoke of a great furnace. The sun and the air were darkened and there came out 

of the pit locusts upon the earth". That is to say, that they came into embodiment in the 1990s; 

the Illuminati call them the Millennials, whom they are programming within their education 

institutions, by their mass media and information technologies to be revolutionaries, the long-

sought Hitler youth and communist youth. They are programmed to bring in the Illuminati's 

brave new world and new economic order of world totalitarianism and the next great holocaust.    

 

 You can verify this by doing a Google search on world population.  You will find that in 

1800 the world population was 1 billion. In 1900 it was 1.6 billion and by 1990 it was 5.288 

billion.  By way of co-measurement in 1940 the population is estimated to be 2.3 billion but with 

what has been called the Baby Boom it jumps in 50 years, in the span of less than two 

generations to 5.288 billion.  Beginning in 1990 to November 2018, in the span of one 

generation the population increased to 7.7 billion, an increase of 2.4 billion.  The United States 

went from 2.6 million in 1776 to 300 million in 2016. 

 

 We see two great influxes of population. 

 First, in the 50 years from 1940 to 1990, world population growth of 3 billion. 

 Second, in last 28 years since 1990, world growth has been 2.4 billion 

 

 Who are they, these 5.5 billion?  It is important to note that by the cosmology of the 

followers of the Law of the One God, the first group was the incarnation of the laggard 

evolutions and their Atlantean scientists who were responsible for the destruction of the 

continents of MU and Atlantis. They have gathered in the Middle East and are spread across the 

nations of the planet for the testing of the Sons of the Law of the One. Whether they will follow 

Christ and be governed by Christ as their Representatives in the Democracy of God Government 

as created in the Renaissance Land (America). Or whether they would choose to follow the false 

gods of materialism of world Capitalism and its religion Communism (dialectical 
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materialism...secular humanism, the doctrine of the church of Satan).  Arnold Toynbee teaches 

that the populations of every civilization at one point, either spiritualize or they materialize and 

collapse at its peak, seemingly overnight because they all choose to follow the dominant 

minority (the first group). See Arnold Toynbee and his studies of the civilizations on the planet. 

 

 Revelations also tells us who the second growth spurt are. They are the locusts, out of the 

bottomless pit (Revelations 9:3, July 1997).  They include those who are the bottom 10% of the 

evilest of the evil. They are the four angels loosed from the Euphrates river, come to lead the 

army of 200 million referred to in Revelations 9:16 (August 21, 1998). They are the legions of 

Gog and Magog.  They call them the Millennials.  See Neil Howe and William Strauss:  

"Millennials Rising", The Next Great Generation. They write about this generation of the current 

world population, authors of Generations, 13th Generation, and The Fourth Turning.  The latter 

is very revealing. 

 
 Revelations 9:11 tells us that these Millennials (locusts) have a leader, a king over them.   

He is described as the angel out of the bottomless pit whose name in the Hebrew tongue is 

Abaddon, but in the Greek tongue is called Apollyon. This is the fifth trumpet judgment, the 

release into embodiment of many imprisoned in hell; come we are told by Gabriel, in the 

Mysteries of the Holy Grail, to re-visit the decision to follow Lucifer and for many, to join this 

activity and serve Guru MA and this Community or to attack Guru MA and this activity.  Saint 

Germain tells us that they are embodied in America and by their works they defend America or 

attack America. In Phylos the Thibetan they are the Atlanteans and Suernis (ancient India) 

returned in America today, as taught by the ascended masters (see Ascended Masters and their 

Retreats page 96-98). They have serious karma of hatred of the Guru.  

 

 Sanat Kumara teaches us on the Path of the Ruby Ray that these are the Great Black 

Dragon who stands before the Divine Mother giving birth to the man child in her sons and 

daughters who are undergoing the seven initiations of the Path of the Ruby Ray that began with 

the opening of the Seventh Seal (Rev 8:1, April 1996) which is composed of seven trumpets, 

each announcing a judgment upon the earth...upon men.  Sanat Kumara teaches us in the Ritual 

of Exorcism that Abaddon is the person of the Accuser of the Brethren and with him are the 

fallen ones who make up the clock of betrayers who have come out of the bottomless pit that 

make war with the Lamb and his chosen and faithful. They stand on the North Gate on the six 

o'clock line of Cancer and they subvert the authority of the Father and usurp the office of the 

Lion occupied in Matter by the saints who are the sons and daughters of God, the 144,000, and 

the remnant of the Woman's seed who keep the flame in the white cube of the Church Universal 

and Triumphant. 

 

 A Google search tells us that in mythology and mystically in the Judean Christian 

tradition, Apollyon is known as the god of plagues, death and disease. Astrology tells us that 

Apollyon  (Apollon) is a trans-Neptunian planet in Uranian Astrology.  It combines the 

symbols of Jupiter (Power Elite) and Gemini (commerce, trade, science, education).  It 

represents the Pantheon of Greek Gods and control of the planet. We know this today as the new 

economic order of the one world order of the Illuminati. Apollon rules many if not all of the 

houses supplanting the Solar Hierarchies of the solar houses of the signs, as taught by Maitreya. 
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Apollon is among the other Uranians who were imprisoned in hell by Hercules and Amazonia 

when they themselves were in embodiment. A Google search will expose, the degree of idolatry 

that still exists by the many who have embodied with Apollyon, who is Abaddon, the person of 

the Accuser of the Brethren and king of the locusts, the Millennials. 

 

 In Revelations seven messages went forth to those who would come into embodiment in 

this age from the astral plane that describe the seven states of mind of the people (in community, 

congregations and nations) in their idolatry and sympathy for the devil (deified evil).  These 

messages delivered the judgment upon them with the opening of the scroll's seven seals.  These 

seven seals unleash the records (karma) that had been sealed in Hell, since the days of Hercules 

and Amazonia when the fallen ones were cast down and bound. The seals were broken beginning 

in June 1993*, the first being the false Christ, the White Horse. Then with the opening of the 

seventh seal in April 1996* - came the seven trumpet judgments as the stars from heaven were 

cast down into the earth called Wormwood and the people of Earth are called to come apart and 

be a separate people from those coming into embodiment with their karma or receive this karma, 

released with the 5th, 6th, and 7th trumpet blasts.  (see Rev 18:4) 

 

* Critical dates. They correspond to the coming of Elohim in the Spring of 1993 to place their 

seven causal bodies over the coming seven planets in Capricorn in January 1994 and to Mother’s 

July 4th Address that launched the reorganization of the Church and the nation to save the birth of 

the Christ and to uphold the Guru, within them. Additionally, April 1996 heralds the 

reorganization of the activity and the nation as we knew them to prepare the way for the 

initiation of the faithful, the ascension of many, and to focus on getting these teachings out in the 

rapidly changing technologies that will allow for the fulfillment of the mission of the Summit 

Lighthouse of Love…in the coming cycle that will get the ascended masters names in every 

household in America. This is the outer representation of that written in Revelations 2000 years 

ago, the fulfillment of prophecy. 

 

 Revelations also delivered seven messages to the faithful remnants of the church to hold 

fast to the Guru teacher and the teachings, till I (the Cosmic Christ) come in the second coming 

in you.  The locusts and their king stand to abort the Christ in you as they attempted to kill Jesus 

through Herod, his wife and his brother's family and their army who murder the incarnation of 

God incarnating as his sons and daughters, sacrificed once again upon the altars of BAAL.  This 

is the abortion of the second coming in man. Just as Kamsa had Pootna kill the first born and 

then as her brother Trinavarta did, attempt to kill Krishna. This is no coincidence of timing. 

 

 Beginning on May 21st, 1998 during the mid-point of the Galactic Alignment of Helios 

and the Galactic Equator called the Rift, the sixth trumpet sounded and John saw four angels that 

were bound in the great river Euphrates, loosed from the hell wherein they had been sealed, at 

summer solstice 1998. They went forth into embodiment, (and into those in embodiment) their 

evil intent will slay a third of men (2 Billion 500 Million).  These are the four horsemen 

delivering the karma that had been sealed, that would play out through those in embodiment as 

the great drama, as the four angels who ride the four horses gathering their army of 200 million; 

beginning in August 1998.   
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 Even then it is written in Revelations that the survivors (5 billion 100 million) do not 

repent and still worship idols, false gods. So, in Revelations 10:1 on Feb 21st, 1999 a mighty 

angel of the Lord came down from heaven with a little scroll that was open. He stood in the earth 

with his right foot in the sea and the left on land and he cried in a loud voice, as does a lion 

(Hierarchy of Ruby Ray on the North Gate with the authority of the Father, in the Office of the 

Lion.); and when he had cried, seven thunders uttered their voices (April 21st, 1999).  John was 

not allowed to write down what the seven Thunders uttered, as their words were sealed. The 

angel standing both on the sea and land (communism and capitalism) raised his voice to heaven 

(at summer solstice 1999) and made a mighty fiat, " that there should no longer be any delay. 

Hereafter light accelerated and karma accelerated. Then in Revelations 10:7 (beginning on 

August 21st, 1999) in the days of the voice of the seventh angel, when he shall begin to sound, 

the mystery of God should be finished, as he hath declared to his servants, the prophets. John 

was commanded by a voice from heaven to take the little scroll from the hand of the angel 

standing in the sea and on the earth. Who gave it to John commanding that he eat (assimilate) the 

scroll, sweet as honey but bitter in the belly; the everlasting gospel, a balm from heaven but the 

karma bitter in the belly? Morya teaches that the dharma is sweet but the karma is worth the 

inconvenience.  John is told that he must prophesy again, in other words, Mother tells us that 

John will come again, which he did in his dictations.  On January 21st, 2000 we entered 

Revelations chapter 11:1 the beginning of the reign of the Gentiles to conclude in 42 months or 

taught by Maitreya as a cycle of 42 making up three cycles of initiation on the cross (14 years). 

The 14 tests of the crucifixion, the fourteen stations of the Aquarian Cross, the Cosmic Cross of 

White Fire. 

 

 This 42-months is a cycle of 42 of which the last three and a half years, Saint Germain 

tells us will end the Dark Night of the Spirit and are called the period of the Tribulation and will 

culminate in the final battle of Armageddon. 

  

Cosmic Cycles in 2019 

 

 Many teachings have been given by the ascended masters about the significance of 

cosmic cycles and why we must know and understand them. During the New Years Class of 

2018, the Class of the Solar Ring, a replay of the cosmic cycle of the solar ring and the judgment 

of evil in the matter universe. On New Year’s Day 2019 we celebrated the cycle's entry into its 

36th year in Sagittarius. During this class we heard the Maha Chohan teach us about the math, 

numerology and geometry of cycles, that they do not lie.  We heard from Saint Germain tell us of 

the galactic significance of the cycle of the Solar Ring. And then we heard from Justinius about 

the solar ring’s purpose, the judgment of evil in the matter universe, beginning with the black 

hole, the seat of evil and the original evil one. We were told that the Solar Ring was consuming 

the cause and core of evil as the black hole was consumed by the light.  That this was a cycle that 

over time would accomplish its mission. We have been told that we are to focus first on the core 

or coil of evil in the etheric body then all else will unravel. That if we focus on the effects 

playing out through individuals repeating the records of the past they will come again and again 

but if we go after the core and its cause then the effects can be rolled up and we will have our 

Golden Age. 
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 This teaching by the Maha Chohan and Saint Germain with Justinius represents for the 

individual soul the teachings on the personal dweller and its connection to the fate of the Black 

Hole. We have long known but not understood the correlating concept which is called "original 

sin".  In esoteric astrology this is the construct called "originality" or the true origin of the soul as 

well as its opposite, the origin of the soul’s rebellion (disobedience/defiance) against the Guru 

and the path of initiation, known as the path of chelaship.  This is the origin of the soul's 

separation from the heart of the Guru, in service to the Guru.  This is in astrology the first decant 

(or third) of Aquarius and of the eleventh house, the community. Originality of our origins (a 

two-edged sword) is ruled by Uranus and Aquarius. 

 

 

Maitreya 

 

 Of the many teachings on cycles there are three that are relevant to this discussion.  The 

first is Maitreya's teaching on the circle of 12 as the visitations to the 12 houses of the solar 

hierarchs who rule the 12 signs of the zodiac. Maitreya also teaches of the cycle of 14 as the path 

of initiation and testing. Maitreya teaches this cycle of 14 as the 14 tests of the crucifixion.  He 

also teaches that each soul comes to the point on her path when she commits to Maitreya and his 

twin flame to be initiated on the path of the ruby ray in three cycles of 14 (42 years) on the 

fourteen stations of the Aquarian cross.  As the soul stands with the Woman and her seed (the 

remnant) and keeps the white cube of the Church Universal and Triumphant on the six o'clock 

line of Cancer on the North Gate.....against the attack by the person of the Accuser of The 

Brethren...Abaddon / Apollyon, king of the locusts (who eat all the harvest of civilization and 

culture of the Great White Brotherhood in America and the western civilization) against the 

Lamb, the Lamb's wife and the faithful and true. (see Maitreya, The Six-Pointed Star of the Lord of the 

World; POW highlighted in Part One of the Summer 2018 document.) 

 

 Maitreya's three cycles of 14 make up the 42 years of a soul’s lifetime preparing to walk 

the earth as Christ in the resurrection flame as did Jesus following his resurrection when he lived 

in Tibet and Northern India for 50 years as world teacher. Jesus was preparing those who were to 

follow him, Padma Sambhava and his Tertons and the unascended masters of the Himalayas, 

Morya, Kuthumi, and Djwal Kul and many, many, more. 

 

 This cycle of initiation is a known pattern says Maitreya and what Jesus did so shall you 

because he went before you to show you the way of it and has gone to his Father in Heaven who 

has sent his Prophets to bear witness to you and to be his messengers that he may gather you to 

his heart and lead you home. 

 

 

El Morya 1985, 1989 

 

 Tells us that cycles are our path to fulfilling the prophecy of our destiny.  Cycles bring 

the faithful in love and wisdom to the victory of the soul's union with her Holy Christ Self and 

the Guru and to the point of placing upon the chela, mantles to which she is to aspire even as she 
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holds the office of chela. By these words El Morya created the Twenty-Four Elders to defend 

Mother and direct the Church.  Given by El Morya on Feb 3rd, 1985. 

 

 El Morya also, in POW 32 # 33, given on August 9th, 1989 at 11:47 pm to 12:48 am, 

tells his chelas that were (if) the golden age to appear on earth it would turn the tide for many 

systems of worlds (in the galaxies) because there are representatives embodied today on earth 

from all systems of worlds that will be affected by a victory on earth.  Earth, where the judgment 

of evil in the matter universe begins to be rolled back. So, we see that many evolutions across the 

Galaxies are here for the victory that has begun. But also, the fallen from many systems of 

worlds, aliens and their technology are also here to oppose the victory that has Galactic 

consequences as Saint Germain told us on January 1st (1984) 2019.  Morya also gave us two 

priorities, the altar of God, the Alpha, and preparation for physical survival, the Omega.  He 

tells us that the Modreds will have their day and that they must play their parts...let them have 

their say...for by their words they shall be justified. By their words they shall be condemned. 

While this occurs, you must maintain your tie by devotion to the altar to purify you and clear you 

of the karma returning to Mordred(s) and Vivien(s). As well as, prepare to survive this karma 

returning that it may be said of thee, that it found nothing in me or if it hits me, it will not stick 

(Morya, 410 axis clearance.) 

 

 

Mighty Victory Mandate of Victory  

 

 The second teaching that is of equal importance to our discussion is that taught by 

Mighty Victory in the Mandate of Victory, publication. In the chapter on the initiation of ten he 

tells us that the testing of the planetary body is the test of ten, the test of selflessness. Are you, he 

says, aware of self as human or divine?  This is the initiation of 2019. In the crucible of the test 

(in the heat of battle) we are called upon to decide: human or divine (my way or God’s way).  

This is the astrology of 2019. It is carrying over what began in 2017.  We stand at the Yod, at 

the Y on the path (road) and must decide to confront Apollyon at 2 Scorpio or flee into the 

psychic (occult) trap of trans-Pluto at 2 Virgo. Will we, he says, stand to the right or the left.  

Victory teaches that victory is a cycle and a flame. In chapter 17, Victory teaches that the human 

ego must die on the cross, that the divine ego might resurrect. He teaches us to study the cycles. 

 

 Mighty Victory tells us to analyze the cycles and the cycles of the stock market crash. He 

tells us that in every century (21st) mankind is given a 100-year allotment of energy to use to 

prove the mastery of Christ by the power of ten times ten.  Ten decades of ten years each, to 

master selflessness ten times is the victory of each century. 
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 The first 33 years of a century are 

critical as is the first 33 years of man 

which marks the attainment of Christhood 

or the lost potential for that attainment. In 

the perfect life of Jesus Christ, mastery 

came to the four lower bodies through the 

four cycles of seven, ending at the 28th 

year (Taurus). This means Capricorn to 

Leo; Leo to Pisces; Pisces to Libra; and 

Libra to Taurus. (see the chart to the left) 

 

 This is followed by going within 

for the five secret rays to bring one’s 

mastery to the 33rd year (Libra) and the 

hour of the ascension. The first two of the 

secret rays, the 29th and 30th years (in 

Taurus and Gemini) are within. The last 

three secret rays are to publicly 

demonstrate the law in the 31st, 32nd, and  

                                                                                       the 33rd year in Cancer, Leo, and Virgo. 

 

See the columns below: 

 

      1            2          3         4           5             6            7 
Capricorn  Aquarius  Pisces    Aries      Taurus      Gemini      Cancer      7 yrs - Christ Mastery of the Etheric  

 

2000       2001     2002     2003     2004       2005        2006   

 

Leo           Virgo        Libra     Scorpio  Sagittarius  Capricorn  Aquarius  7 yrs - Christ Mastery of the Mental 

2007       2008      2009    2010      2011          2012       2013  

 

Pisces       Aries        Taurus   Gemini   Cancer        Leo            Virgo       7 yrs - Christ Mastery of the Emotional 

2014      2015       2016    2017     2018      2019          2020   

 

Libra     Scorpio   Sagittarius Capricorn Aquarius   Pisces          Aries        7 yrs - Christ Mastery of the Physical  

2021    2022      2023         2024      2025     2026         2027  

 

 

Taurus     Gemini                  2 yrs - Inner Christ Mastery of the First Two Secret Rays 

2028     2029  

 

Cancer    Leo       Virgo        3 yrs - Christ Mastery - Public Demonstration of the Law on the Three Secret Rays 

2030     2031    2032   

 

2033   Libra                           33rd year       the hour of the Ascension     

 

 This is, Victory says, the test and the pattern that individuals and nations must follow. 

And before we look at the cycles affecting 2019, we need to understand what the Maha Chohan 
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and Saint Germain, Justinius and others said during the Class of the Solar Ring at winter solstice 

1983, replayed at the winter class 2018.  

 

 

The Maha Chohan Class of the Solar Ring 1983 - 2019 

 

 The Maha Chohan taught about the alignment of Earth and the test of love. He called for 

the leaders of the nations to stand for the people. The people have more contact with the Maha 

Chohan he says, than their leaders who betray them and hold the people back from passing 

through the 'portal' of Christ Light into the freedom of drawing forth from their momentums of 

attainment in their causal bodies. Were it not for the conspiracy of the fallen ones the people 

would accelerate. The Maha Chohan says, that all who see the danger and would act, cannot. 

They are prevented. Thus, he says the will of God descends in such intensity to brace the earth 

for planetary changes in 1984. (now in the 36th year of the completion of these cycles set in motion in 1984, 

2019 is set to prepare us for major change.) 

 

 This cycle of winter solstice 1983, heralding the year 1984, with the Class of the Solar 

Ring, brought forth in the name of Mother Mary, as the instrument of the judgment and the 

justice of God, all the dispensations of 1984. These included the Solar Ring, the consuming of 

Evil in the Matter Universe, the cause and core of evil in the Black Hole, the judgment of Helios 

(20.12), I Challenge You (56.00), The Right Hand of The Cosmic Virgin (56.02) and the 

restoration of the (Maitreya's) Mystery School (5/31/1984) and the placing of a physical flame of 

the ascension in Mother's heart for her and her chelas for the next 33 years of initiation on the 

path of the ascension (4/8/1984 - 4/8/2017) and the judgment of the Abusers of the Word, on the 

first ray (April 27th, 1984).  In 2019, we entered the 36th year beginning at winter solstice and 

New Year’s Day with the March of the Priests with Saint Germain, as we move through the year 

in the 36th year in Sagittarius. The significance of this will become clear shortly. 

 

 Maha Chohan teaches us to call to him and his angels for the self-transcending fire 

necessary for you to enter in (as Maitreya teaches, the eight-petal chakra of the heart).  Maha 

Chohan says, yesterday's accomplishments (Sagittarius, unerringly achieve the goal by the all 

accomplishing wisdom of perfected action, Amoghasiddhi, the perfection of indifference, 

goodwill and unattachment) is not sufficient for today.  He says, move on with the galactic 

cycles of light that carry this solar system and galaxy to the "great encounter" with the Central 

Sun. One with Alpha and Omega in the beginning and in the ending of all cycles of your being. 

The masters came at winter solstice 1983, in the Class of the Solar Ring to change the world, 

nation by nation that the free nations remain free. God has decreed it. The Maha Chohan teaches 

us to call to (he says to, "summon") the Archangels to deal with the proud spirits, the rebels, the 

terrorists, and the destroyers. He says, "We come to consume evil and that they will not allow the 

Evil One to destroy the little ones (even babes in the womb). (Revelation teaches us that this one is 

the person of the Accuser of the Brethren, Abaddon known as Apollyon, in astrology Apollon). 

He tells us to pull down this mandate that has gone forth to the etheric octave, anchored in our 

etheric bodies, by our decrees. He tells us to pull it down into the physical atoms of earth to cast 

off the superimposition of Darkness.  (In astrology this is the super physical of the occult forces 

that is our debt of destiny in esoteric astrology, the enemy within; the 12th house and Pisces.).  
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 The Maha Chohan tells us that whereas this will cause minor changes taking place in 

1984, until the servants of God are sealed in their foreheads, there will, not yet he says, be 

changes on a grand scale. He says the latter will not happen till the servants of God are sealed.  

(see New Years Class dictation or read it in KOF Lesson 32.) Critical to understand as we 

conclude the 36th year in 2019 and prepare to enter a new beginning in 2020. This is the focus of 

this document and its parts. The cycle of changes on a grand scale is upon us. 

 

 

Saint Germain Class of the Solar Ring 1983 - 2019 

 

 Saint Germain planted the immortal fire of freedom in the center of the solar rings drawn 

and to be drawn. He taught us that as the light of solstice (winter) passes there comes into 

manifestation the light of victory. As the light spirals becoming the light of equinox, it 

establishes the power of freedom's flame in the four quadrants of the sign of fire (Aries, Spring 

Equinox*).  With each successive year and the turning of the quadrants of the year, the sign of 

Aquarius manifests more and more in the physical (octave) and with it, the demand for 

purification. Thus, Saint Germain teaches, we become the water bearers of the eternal water, and 

he says, the fire of the water is this light of freedom2...flowing. (see Kuthumi*, the Light of Winter 

Solstice; Maitreya, the Light Cycle and the Dark Cycle of Capricorn.  Also, Kuthumi, Expose of the False Teachings 

# 9 - 12), (see El Morya2, All Lines converge at the Six O'clock Line.) 

 

 The command of the Central Sun, Saint Germain says, is the solar ring. It descends from 

the Great Central Sun as concentric rings of light that inundate with the fire of the seventh ray all 

lifewaves and evolutions under this Aquarian light (across the galaxies). This is he says, a cycle 

appearing of real living fire that enables action and victory of liberty. 

 

 The solar ring established by the hierarchies of light contains the fervor of freedom’s 

flame. The rings you invoke may also contain this fervor of freedom’s flame if the Hierarchy of 

Aquarius decree it so.  The beings of light of this hierarchy carry the flame of Aquarius from the 

Great Central Sun to seal this solar system and the heart of Helios and Vesta in the major 

dispensation of the light of Aquarius (never before transmitted to these matter spheres).  144,000 

beings arc the light from Alpha and Omega to the heart of Helios and Vesta. They arc the fire 

from Helios and Vesta to the heart of the twin stars, Venus and Earth. Thus, Hesperus and Terra 

receive an increment of fire of the twin flames...Alpha and Omega and Portia and Saint Germain.  

This is given as the sustaining light of the activities of Aquarius to come in this solar system.   

 

 These representatives come from the Great Central Sun with power and strength to 

reinforce the alignment of noble hearts of goodwill and living fire to bring forth out of their 

casual bodies and from the hierarchs of Aquarius those new dispensations that must come forth 

in communications and media (3rd house), the transmission of the word by satellite; in the entire 

establishment of peace and defense (military industrial complex); nuclear energy; the interior of 

the earth (USGS seismology and volcanology); all pertaining to the evolution of life, genetics. 
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 These representatives come to stop the action (Mars, 1st house 1st decant) of the 

perversion of the flame of freedom, going on since ancient times on Lemuria and Atlantis, that 

caused their destruction. They come to set to naught the fallen ones, their abuse and rebellion 

and to place before them and the sons of God their true divine plan for Aquarius.  All are given 

the opportunity to choose to live within the framework of this divine plan or face the judgment 

for all past misdeeds of all previous dispensations.  These are they who have had the freedom to 

choose to align themselves with God's will for aeons* who are come to the end of their 

evolution.  If they repent their deeds and come into the light, the vast matrix of Godhead for 

Aquarius, the Great White Brotherhood will set aside their karma and allow them to balance it in 

the service of the flame of freedom during the next 2000 years. If they will not repent but are 

determined to overthrow this dispensation, they will face their own timetable of the final 

judgment. 

 

 On January 1st, (each year) each one has a clean white page of opportunity to write upon 

for the year. On the left you have the balance brought forward from the past (2018, 2017, all that has 

accumulated in this life, year upon year even throughout the last 25,800 years, returned these last 2000 years of the 

dark cycle.). On the left is what has accumulated and it arrives at the door of the new year. As you 

write on a new page each day of the year, once you have passed the first page, which is the 

divine plan for the whole year...each daily page will carry forward that day's karma, the day's 

misuse of energy to be balanced on the next, if it is not taken care of on the day that it manifests. 

(Therefore, January first each year is your plan for the year.)   

 

 The beginning of each new year is the new opportunity. As the year passes, the 

accumulated weights become a greater and greater burden for each new day's opportunity to 

fulfill the original matrix of the 365 days that has a marked pattern of sacred fire on the right-

hand side (indication that more violet flame and greater works are needed). The right-hand side of the page 

has over it a clear transparent page that contains the original blueprint as it would have been had 

you not made karma.  This true page which you are able to follow shows the adjustments that 

have had to be made because your untransmuted karma of this embodiment impinges upon the 

matrix set for you by the Lords of Karma, at the beginning of this embodiment. 

 

 Saint Germain gives us this teaching to understand the exactness of karmic law and to 

understand the call he gave us. He tells us to call for the removal of the burdens of karma of this 

life, year by year.  Name those years and dates, as January 1st, begin in your birth year to the 

present; also name the years as of your date of birth, year by year following on your birthday that 

date each year. Saint Germain says that these two cycles are key. (Your birthdate and January 1st 

each year). Because for both these days there is an accounting and a rendering given. 

 

 Saint Germain says, chart the cycles of the year for the planet and for your self. You have 

the opportunity to have these rolled up as a scroll and cast into the flame by the call to the violet 

flame and by good works and words. 
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Justinius Class of the Solar Ring 1983 - 2019 

 

 Seraphim, daily march to the Central Sun and return in radial lines to all galaxies and 

spheres in matter cosmos; described as electronic fire rings to the planetary orbs.  Heaven has 

waited for the Great God to sound the very sound of this hour (Jan 1, 1984...now year 36, 2019) 

when earth's evolutions might be stepped up and the fulfillment of the Magnificat of Mary might 

sound.  Justinius says that this affirmation of the Divine Mother does bring forth great wonders* 

in the Matter universe, knowing that with the coming of the infinite light so to the judgment of 

Antichrist.  "He hath put down the mighty from their seats and exalted them of low degree... 

 

 Justinius tells us that Mother Mary saw the coming of the light of the Lord (2000 years 

ago) as the dividing of the way and the judgment.  The solar ring came, Justinius told us, (The 

Class of the Solar Ring, 1983) for the reinforcement of planetary change, the end of certain 

planetary cycles and to bring in new cycles. We have entered the 36th year in Sagittarius of the 

victory cycle of this cycle. At a time when many cycles are concluding. 

 

 The solar ring places the seal upon death and hell and the areas and pockets of the 

darkness of the pit.  The Great Central Sun Magnet seals the place where evil dwells until the 

binding and casting of Death and hell into the lake of fire. 

 

 Sanat Kumara initiates the consuming of Death and Hell (the person and place). Justinius 

tells us that there is a point in cosmic space defined by the cosmic cross of white fire that is the 

origin of anti-light, the Evil One and all evolutions of the descent of that origin to the planets, 

earth.  It is a mass of mis-qualified energy-- a vortex of the blackness of darkness, like a black 

hole.  It is a mass and vortex of Darkness.   

 

 This mass and vortex was put to the torch and has been burning, as of 1/1/1984 for some 

time in earth years. It is, Justinius says, encircled by Astrea's circle and Purity's power forever.  It 

is encircled by Elohim.  It was initiated by Sanat Kumara. This fire will continue to burn as the 

sacred fire consumes and draws to itself the cause, effect, record and memory of the substance of 

unreality, worlds without end. 

 

 Justinius tells us that our judgment calls must direct to this nucleus of the grand 

conflagration the miscreations of the Matter universe and their miscreants whose time is up. 

  

 It is from this point of origin in space that all of the effects of the consciousness of Evil 

and the Evil One proceeded.  After decades of invocations of the Messengers their calls finally 

reached the source, Justinius says, behind the source.  It could no longer be hidden from the eyes 

of the Messengers by the Dark Ones who veiled it to prevent this event of 1/1/1984, the prophesy 

of the judgment of evil in the matter universe from coming to pass.  Thus this was the last 

prophecy given to Daniel is herein Justinius says fulfilled that, "one would stand on this side of 

the bank of the river, and the other on that side of the river...that when he shall have 

accomplished to scatter the power of the holy people, all these things shall be finished....Many 

shall be purified and made white and tried; but the wicked shall do wickedly, and none of the 
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wicked shall understand, but the wise shall understand". Thus, Alpha and Omega gave Sanat 

Kumara the authorization of the Central Sun to ignite the torch in answer to the Messenger's call. 

 

 Justinius tells us that this is the beginning of the end, he says to understand that which is 

taking place.  This igniting of the cause and core, effects, records, and memory of the original 

spawning of the consciousness of Evil and the Evil One must continue to the end of the illusion 

of time and space. Souls of light must guard and tend the sacred fire of this grand conflagration. 

Surrounding this mass are concentric rings of Seraphim forming a ring-pass-not of the Great 

Central Sun Magnet, that no substance or unclean spirit may exit except by the mandate of God. 

 

 The timetable for the consuming of the mass of anti-matter may not be made known.  We 

live, Justinius tells us, on a world surrounded by millions of evolutions, lifewaves, solar systems, 

universes and galaxies.  This vortex is the point of origin of the contamination of all this Matter 

cosmos. Sanat Kumara has begun the consuming of the dweller-on-the-threshold of the matter 

cosmos.  The great hope of all lifestreams emanating from the Great Central Sun who yet abide 

in the Matter cosmos is the enduring flame of Mother Omega sustained by her presence in the 

Matter cosmos in you, the heart, soul and being of the lightbearers.  This Mother Flame burning 

in the hearts of the devotees everywhere has become the counterpoise and power of the Great 

Central Sun Magnet to hold the balance for this activity (this Grand Conflagration of our God, 

worlds without end) of the entire Spirit of the Great White Brotherhood.  And as this process of 

the consuming of the dweller by sacred fire increases, worlds upon worlds will receive the 

opportunity for the planetary dweller to be taken.  The great law, Justinius tells us, requires that 

the cause of the dweller and the point of origin must be consumed, in the vortex. 

 

 When the cause is consumed, then the effect, record, and memory may be taken. This is 

because out of the original matrix many duplicates (as clones and carbon copies) can be carved 

out of the one.  Therefore, it is the cause and core that is the focus.  The key, Justinius says, is 

that the Messengers were sustained in the call by Keepers of the Flame, who sustained the office 

of the Messengers, as above so below.  The call cannot be made unless the one is upheld by ring 

upon ring of those who keep the flame of life around a planet...and many systems. 

 

 We see then that the strategy of darkness that was judged in 1984 with the acceleration of 

the beginning of the end (20.12, 56.00, 56.02), we were given 33 years to put on the Ascension 

Flame; the opening of Maitreya's Mystery School; Mysteries of the Holy Grail by Archangel 

Gabriel... to name only a few.  Review all releases and dispensations given in 1984...all of which 

are finishing their 35th year in Scorpio (the circle of 12) and on the line of Cancer (in the cycle of 

14) as the lightbearers fall the second time as they finish up their 35th year (entering their 36th 

year) in Scorpio facing the passions of those who have accommodated the Messengers and have 

not the fruit on the vine nor oil in their lamps. This is the strategy Mother told us in 1985, that 

the fallen angels changed from attacking the Guru (Messengers making these calls) to stripping 

the chelas from the Guru who are sustaining the Messengers in making these calls (even today). 

Thus the 24 Elders, who were created by El Morya to defend the Guru by attaining to the office 

of their Christ, are being stripped from the Guru and their mission to defend the Guru and re-

organize the organization, the activity to give birth to the Christ in Community.  The strategy is 

that of Herod and his wife Herodotus and of Kamsa who attack the Christ being born by the 
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strategy of the Golden Calf, materialism and its passions and ambition to convince the chelas in 

the Mystery School (America and the Church, both at 10 Taurus with a 1-minute orb) that there 

is a better way and now that the Messenger is gone, it is our turn. 

 

 Justinius is telling us that the work began will go on now for the rest of time in the Matter 

universe and is made possible because the Keepers of the Flame uphold the office of the 

Messengers, above so below, who continue to make the call (in heaven) until the timetable is 

complete.  The one must be upheld by ring upon ring of those who keep the flame around a 

planet...and many systems.  Therefore, we cannot let down the guard till the work is done. This is 

the attack and strategy of the Fallen Ones.  To strip the faithful from the work of the Ages, filling 

their worlds with toil so they have no time for the work but also as Peter in his carnal 

mindedness said to Jesus, that the crucifixion is unnecessary, yet desiring the resurrection and the 

ascension. Hear the denunciation today (6th house 3rd decant, also of Virgo) of the Lord: "Get 

thee behind me, Satan: thou art an offense unto me: for thou savourest not the things that be God, 

but those that be of man." The same yesterday, today and tomorrow. 

 

 Be not deceived. Remember the prophecy of Archeia Aurora in Vials of the Seven Last 

Plagues, that in the hour of the judgment, the Lords of Karma (Leo) count the disciples of the 

Lord. That when you feel the intensity of the ray of the Lord upon your head, know that the 

examination of the Lord's emissaries is upon you and the accounting of your works is being 

tallied. Thus, heaven tests us to see who is willing to bear the cross of personal (MC - IC axis) 

and planetary karma (ASC - DSC axis). As they look to see who will seek to save his life (job, 

career, home, material substance) and who will lose his life for the sake of the Christ. Thus, 

Archeia Aurora re-stated Lanello's prophesy that many shall turn away from the flame of the 

Mother because her love will draw out the toxins of hatred from their four lower bodies.  This 

hatred must be extracted that their souls be saved from the karma of their own hatred.  Those 

who commit their karma to the flame before it turns to boils and sores upon their bodies will 

remain in the mandala of the Mother.  Those who do not will blaspheme her name because of 

their pains, and they will not repent their deeds.  Aurora says, Jesus the Christ the true head of 

the Church Universal and Triumphant, extends you the communion cup, saying, "Drink ye all of 

it". And when you commit to the will of God to drink the cup of the 14 stations, you will be 

given the cup (by the soldiers) of the wrath of mankind's karma (ASC - DSC axis) on your MC -

IC axis that they would force you, the Christed ones to take.  This is, Aurora says, you will taste 

it, but you will not drink thereof.  Aurora says it is their cup! Let them drink it! For this is the 

judgment that came through the prophet Jeremiah 9: 13-16.  "They have forsaken my law. have 

not obeyed my voice, neither walked therein, but have walked after the imagination of their own 

heart and after Baalim....thus saith...God of Israel: Behold, I will feed them, even this people, 

wormwood...I shall scatter them and send a sword after them, till I have consumed them.  The 

seven vials of the last plagues of mankind's karma is the wormwood. 

 

 Archeai Aurora tells us to seek refuge in the temple of the Lord and in the Church 

Universal and Triumphant, partake of the Eucharist, and see how the alchemy of the Christ 

consciousness is performed within you, by the mediator. 
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 Justinius says, keep the vigil and the All-Seeing-Eye on the Middle East. He calls for a 

ring of light around Middle East. All US Armed Forces in the Middle East must be protected. 

Because unless there be containment, you will see the fulfillment of the prophecies of 

Nostradamus of a great darkness coming out of the East and moving in fury across the European 

continent. In addition, he says we must contain the cause, effect, record, and memory of this 

ancient hatred of the laggards towards the light bearers.  It is not native to earth but came from 

other planets and evolutions with their Nephilim gods and their mechanization man who 

journeyed here in their spacecraft aeons ago, even from distant galaxies. (An aeon in geochronology 

is the largest timeframe of geological time. The current aeon is from the present to 540 million years ago. It 

comprises 3 eras and 12 period subdivisions.) 

 

 Justinius showed us how the manifestation of the effects of the consciousness of Evil and 

the Evil One came here directly from that mass of anti-Matter, to the Middle East.  Directly from 

this vortex of the black hole in space and the dweller-on-the-threshold of the Matter cosmos. He 

drew the solar ring around the Middle East and all the countries surrounding the Mediterranean 

who are he says, in part are comprised of laggard evolutions.  The Middle East is the Mother 

chakra of the planet (the base of the spine chakra of the planet. Sanat Kumara teaches us that the False 

Hierarchy of the Ruby Ray on the North Gate on the six o'clock line is the Devil in the person of the Accuser of the 

Brethren; the Laggards against the light, the fallen ones, and the clock of betrayers; also, Abaddon and his fallen 

angels and the devils and beasts out of the bottomless pit that make war with the Lamb and his chosen and faithful. 

see the Ritual of Exorcism and Sanat Kumara On the Path of the Ruby Ray POW volume 22.)   

 

 Justinius asked us to daily invoke the sacred fire and to call to Mother Astrea to consume 

the cause, effect, record, and memory of the evil minds and the murderous hearts of these in the 

Middle East. We must contain the darkness to the Middle East till it is consumed or we will face 

the prophesies of Nostradamus, Justinius told us. This is especially important in 2019 as the 

fallen ones have put in place the migration of the people of the Middle Eastern nations to Europe 

and North America, for a purpose...to make war with the Lamb and his faithful.  The hand 

writing is on the wall. 

 

 Justinius called in the name of Sanat Kumara, placing the solar ring around the vortex of 

the origin of the consciousness of Evil and the Evil One and around the vortex of its effect upon 

Earth's evolutions in the Middle East and beyond. He called forth the twin pillars of Alpha and 

Omega, of Elohim on the seven rays and the five secret rays and all twin flames ascended and 

unascended to reinforce these solar rings (to ratify this call daily). He called for these solar rings 

to be sealed and to seal the place where Evil dwells, let it be consumed from within!  Justinius 

called for the igniting and consuming of the cause and core, effect, record, and memory in the 

Middle East of laggard evolutions and their port of embarkation whence they sailed to earth and 

that their most recent habitats and their point of origin in the Matter spheres be cleared of the 

records of their infamy, their record of all destructivity of the ancient golden ages on Lemuria 

and Atlantis as well as on other planets of this solar system and throughout the Matter cosmos. 

He called for the judgment of the Nephilim, their laggard scientists and their mechanization man 

and also the Watchers who are their overlords. 

 

 Justinius describes a single candle of the nucleus of sacred fire is held in the upper 

atmosphere over the Middle East by Sanat Kumara, guarded by Alpha and Omega and Venus.  A 
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single torch is ignited in the astral plane put to the nucleus of the cause and core of the Middle 

East situation. It is sealed by the Great Central Sun Magnet and by the God-control of the 

seraphim.  He describes this as a controlled experiment to consume specific layers of laggard 

consciousness and karma in this area circled by the solar ring in the Middle East. He tells us that 

it will be sustained therefore sealed according to the level of our calls to Astrea and the 

continuous vigil kept in the ongoing decades (now in the 36th year).  Justinius then called for a 

cloak of invisibility, invincibility, and invulnerability around this alchemy of sacred fire for 

world transmutation in the very core of the astral plane, that it be sealed.  He asked us to make 

the call for seraphim to sustain the tube of light around every lightbearer in the Matter cosmos. 

 

 

God Meru and Goddess Meru, The Class of The Solar Ring 1983 - 2019 

 

 (Note the level of urgency in 1984. The level of urgency 36 years latter in 2019 is  

 exponentially greater.)  

 

 The message of God and Goddess Meru is that the solar ring is a matrix for the holding of 

the balance of light in the hour of worlds turning and of changing planetary conditions. (they 

reference holding the balance in the physical elements, weather, atmosphere, the souls of the people, the astral 

plane, mental plane, and in the etheric body). They tell us that the rings are for the sealing of the planet, 

as the hour of the judgment is come and that the light of the Cosmic Christ cannot be withheld.  

Therefore, they advise us that we call forth these solar rings as of 1984 for the protection of 

right endeavor and the light in the earth. Also, for the binding of the seed of the Wicked One 

and those who continue to move against the sign of the Sun -- the Sun of Righteousness who 

descends with healing in his wings. 

 

 God Meru states that this is (New Years Class 1983) a moment in cosmic history. 

Because these solar rings have not been available on earth since the Great Rebellion and the 

Watchers who lost their first estate.  The electronic fire rings surrounding souls is for the holding 

of the balance for many millions of people upon earth who do not keep the vigil in the four 

planes of matter or their four lower bodies. The solar rings are given for the sealing of the earth 

in preparation of our four lower bodies to receive the coming of Helios on the 4th of July, 1984 

(20.12) to speak in the very octaves preceding physical sight and awareness of his form. 

 

 They gave us an instrument of light, a sacred tool, for our call, of the electronic fire ring 

which we term the solar ring. Its attribute is the balanced light of Alpha and Omega, who hold 

the balance in time of great upheaval and turmoil in men's souls, especially at the subconscious 

level.  This turmoil God Meru tells us is the records of violence of the fallen angels that is 

beneath the surface of consciousness of the people. The film industry capitalizes on this 

subconscious turmoil in film as fear, violence, death, and the misuse of the sacred fire.  These are 

the records the people of earth fear the most and are the most agitated about "beneath the 

threshold of consciousness. Film, video, and media provide a venting of this pressure in the 

"pressure cooker of life" as people see violence portrayed again and again. Shun it, he 

admonishes us. These records and the reviewing of them causes an interference in the 

establishing of the matrix of the solar ring in your mind, heart, and soul. Refrain from viewing 
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these records so that there might be a clear level of consciousness the masters can use (Grail) to 

establish that which must be done. 

 

 It is that which the people fear most that would come in war and cataclysm that the 

Elohim would contain by the solar rings.  Thus, God Meru says, the inner flame of peace that 

comes from illumination, from contact with the Mother Light...the peace that passes all 

understanding once that understanding is gained, having made the call, is necessary for the 

holding of the balance in the earth. (The Safe Passage of Ye All; the Mantle of Learning, Illumination, and 

Self-Knowledge 1/1/1989 now in its Saturn Return begun 11/9/2018; entered its 31st year in Cancer on Jan 1st, 

2019 at the beginning of the 36th year of the Solar Ring consuming Evil and protecting the lightbearer.) It is the 

placing of the people’s attention on the records of death instead of on God that caused the 

sinking of Lemuria and Atlantis.  When people do not put God first, darkness mounts and the 

waves increase and the storms begin. (This is why Mighty Victory, in the Mandate of Victory said to study 

the cycles of the 1920's.  It was followed by the rise of war and genocide in the 1930's. We are about to enter the 

cycle of the 2020's.).  God Meru urges us to understand the necessity of the solar ring for sustaining 

of the evolutions of a planet when by their lack of attainment, they cannot resist the anxiety and 

the terror of world change.  

 

 These high levels of planetary anxiety are at a level (by winter solstice 1983) that the 

people are not equipped to hold the balance (of light) in a planetary crisis.  They cannot be 

counted on as instruments of light that is necessary to be Keepers of the Flame.  Rock music is 

anxiety. It increases agitation in the bones and molecules of all who listen.  There has been, God 

Meru says, a gradual build up of this momentum of anxiety. All who move to the rhythm of rock 

contain an anti-force to the solar ring and to the light that must hold the balance in the earth. 

Also, that force is death to all individuals who contain it.  This anxiety breeds death, its force and 

vibration cause the disintegration of the soul, the chakras, the four lower bodies of a people and a 

planet. The force of this beat out of the pit, God Meru says, brings Death and Hell to an 

evolution. This vibration (Rock) together with misuse of chemicals and drugs in the body caused 

the sinking of Atlantis and the destruction of civilizations past.  It is occurring again, he says. 

(We see it in the opiate epidemic and the wave of the legalization of cannabis.)  

 

 We come, God Meru says, to you who have demonstrated a willingness and an ability for 

the path of initiation and discipleship. Yet some of you he says, yet strive to maintain a basic and 

fundamental discipline. 

 

 Time is short, yet he says, there is a sense among some erstwhile students that 

perhaps things have changed (going into 1984; especially now in 2019, 36 years latter) or that 

the rules have been altered or that a new era of compromise has entered the CHURCH.  

Cosmic law, God Meru says, is not subject to human will or human fads and lifestyles.  It is the 

living Logos, "the same yesterday and today and forever."  

 

 God Meru says, change has come in that you perceive change as the mercy of the Law of 

Christ which has an elasticity and does bend to the creation lost in the morass of maya. During 

this period (1984-present) of the dispensation of mercy you may not feel harshness of the 

law.  This is so that you may regroup your forces and determine to walk the line of self-
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perfectionment. It is by no means, God Meru says, an indication that the Law itself has 

changed, only that the Great Mediator has afforded you the opportunity to balance karma and 

come into alignment and be the vessels of the Holy Grail. 

 

 Calling the solar ring into action means we are calling forth the twin flames of Alpha and 

Omega, Helios and Vesta, the Elohim of God, God and Goddess Meru and your own twin flames 

to sustain the solar ring. Visualize the solar ring as the T'ai Chi of Alpha and Omega, as the 

circle of fire that is the movement of the eternal circle, the serpent swallowing its tail.  This 

movement consumes the momentum of Antichrist. These are momentums running counter to the 

God Harmony of the Great Central Sun come in the earth. 

 

 These rings established in 12/29/83 - 1/1 1984, are the platform for the coming kingdom 

of God and for the sealing of Death and Hell.  This kingdom is the incoming golden age, it 

cannot come, God Meru says, until Death and Hell and their entire contents are cast into the lake 

of fire.  This means Meru says, that the transmutation of the misuse of light and the canceling out 

of the identities of those who created an entire universe of illusion in their anti-God 

determinations.  The solar rings are for the protection of the lightbearers and the judgment of the 

seed of the Wicked One by the solar ring. By the solar ring Alpha and Omega are represented in 

the earth until the fullness of the Godhead descends to dwell bodily in the disciples of Lord 

Maitreya. 

 

 The solar ring is the manifestation of the Cosmic Christ.  This establishment of the solar 

ring, God Meru says, is a unique alchemy for each one, each circumstance, home, family or 

community.  Bless that Christ whose mercy and compassion does mediate and mitigate the Great 

Law.  The solar ring's presence is compelling the souls of earth to stand face to face with the 

living Christ and sustain that Christ Consciousness.  Meru instructs us when calling for a solar 

ring around nations and communities that the solar ring be established around lightbearers who 

have qualified to keep the flame for that city, town or endeavor and that the hosts of heaven 

anchor the light of balance and reinforce and strengthen, align and harmonize the four lower 

bodies of those who have already proven themselves to be the most advanced of that area. The 

solar ring is to accelerate the transition into the golden age and the path of the ascension for all 

who desire it. The 20th century was designated as the century of a mighty victory.  This is, God 

Meru says, the moment of the cresting of your wave. It is a wave that comes from the Great 

Central Sun (Relentless Wave 8/10/1959). These waves from the Sun are cyclic. When they 

occur, there are changes wrought in the earth body and the psyches of the people. 

 

 

Cosmic Cycles in 2019, in Perspective 
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 This chart shows, the cycles by year that are having a profound affect upon all people 

today. They portray the pattern of a cycle described by Mighty Victory.  These cycles define for 

us the initiation and testing of our souls as defined by the cosmic clock, while providing the 

backdrop upon the stage of the great drama described by Morya El, as God acts through 

planetary events and people according to the cosmic astrology (esoteric astrology) known as the 

Clock of Destiny.   Note line 22 column R should read Libra, not Virgo. 

 

  

   This document series for 

winter quarter 2019 will look at 

the challenges these cycles in 

their current state present the 

nation(s) and our people. 

 

 This table of cosmic 

cycles follows the pattern laid 

down by Mighty Victory. This 

legend explains the chart. There 

are eight phases of a cycle. Each 

phase is an initiation of Christ 

mastery testing the soul on her 

attainment to measure or grade, if 

you like, the soul on the 

LEGEND   

Christ Mastery in Etheric plane    lavender 1 

Christ Mastery in Mental plane    sky blue 2 

Christ Mastery in Emotional plane    orange 3 

Christ Mastery in Physical plane    bright green 4 

Secret Ray Inner Initiation    yellow 5 

Secret Ray Initiation Public Demonstration 

of the Law    gold 6 

Christ Mission 3 Years    rose 7 

Buddhic Mission in Resurrection Flame    violet 8 
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evolutionary path of the soul’s initiatic journey of the soul’s Odyssey home. The soul progresses 

through each phase to the next. Add to this Saint Germain’s description of each year’s initiation 

as a new page upon which we write each January 1st and how our untransmuted karma detracts 

from each day’s purpose.  Each year is a step in our life plan for this embodiment. Therefore, all 

impacts on the year’s divine plan because of our karma causes us to error, to fail, or to leave off 

or avoid our initiation and has the added affect of impacting our soul’s divine plan for this life.  

Saint Germain teaches how to make the call for the day, the year, and for your birth date and 

year and the planets. 

 

  The way to read the chart is to start in column A, follow the legend across the columns, 

understand where you were each year and what was playing out as events around you and your 

reactions and involvement. Make the calls to surround the darkness in the solar ring and consume 

by the violet flame that which now abides on the left-hand page that is a karmic weight 

interfering with both 2019 and your divine plan as described by Saint Germain in his 1/1/1984 

dictation the “March of The Hierarchs of Aquarius”. Now you are standing in column AU for 

2019, (2/10/2018-2/10/2019) as each new day of the year brings you to the sign and cycle 

indicated for 2019 (example today Feb 10th you have reached column AU, while the remainder 

of the year you are still in the previous year’s cycle in AT).   

 

Look at the color-coded phase and the sign.  This is the cycle of initiation that is building 

like a step pyramid. Each year the foundation of the next year. Knowing the phase and the line of 

the clock you now see the future i.e. the number of years left in that phase and you can forecast 

where you will be and when at the beginning of a critical phase of your cycle of initiation in the 

near future. You also know the number of years left in your current phase to claim your victory 

and knowing the cycles as taught by Maitreya, pass your tests. Example, in Maitreya’s Mystery 

School (MMS) we are being initiated in the 35th year in Scorpio in column AT until May 31st 

this year when the cycle changes into Sagittarius in the 36th year in column AU. We are dealing 

with God Victory over the core evil that is tied to the Wicked One, which is to say for you and I 

that we are dealing with our core rebellion against the Guru and our I AM Presence and his law.  

 

This is the end of our third 12-year cycle and concludes the phase as we begin our last 

year of our three-year Christ mission (in MMS) culminating in the crucifixion and resurrection 

on winter solstice 2019 as we come to New Years Day 2020 to stand in resurrections flame to 

begin the Buddhic cycle of the birth of the man-child and the child-man. The main initiation is 

God Victory over the soul’s original sin of disobedience to the Guru that led to the soul’s 

expulsion from the Garden. The soul is come full circle having passed her initiations in the 

Mystery School, the soul one with her Christ, is able to meet the Serpent on the highest mountain 

she has been climbing and now knows the law and the cycles of initiation having followed in the 

footsteps of the Guru MA to the summit of the mountain as the Son, her Sun sign, as taught by 

Kuthumi, and has understood the lie of the Serpent logic and reasoning in the third house of 

those in the third decant of Aries and those in the third decant of the 1st house and their 

propaganda about the Guru, the teachings, the path, as well as, the purpose and principles of 

America believing it is what they have inherited and that they are free to fix it. The soul sees the 

original lie that cast her out of the Garden so long ago and she stands one with the Guru and 

Jesus The Christ and commands, “Satan get ye behind me”. This is the test in the 36th year of the 
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judgment of evil in the Matter universe and the solar ring around the core of evil in the Black 

Hole.   

 

This is the year of the Victory of the work of the last 36 years slaying the dweller, by the 

faithful who have read the hand writing on the wall of the seven messages of the Book of 

Revelation (6/21/1985) to the faithful who stand in Libra (6/21/2018 – 6/21/2019) in the 34th 

year of this cycle being stripped of their garments, having fastened themselves to the cross, the 

cosmic cross of white fire. As their role and service has been usurped and subverted by those 

who have accommodated the Guru Saint Germain these last 35 years. The soul is now prepared 

to meet the 11th station of the cross, as she is nailed to the cross, the cosmic cross of white fire so 

that the human ego (the Black Moon Lilith) can die on the cross so that the Divine ego, the 

Christ can resurrect at winter solstice 2019.  

 

While this mystery is playing out in 2019, the soul stands on the path of Initiation of 

Personal Christhood in Leo as the soul has journeyed in her Odyssey meeting many challenges 

these last 35 years in Maitreya’s Mystery School on the Path of the Ascension meeting the 

challenge of the lust for POWER and light of the Mother. Now the soul enters the secret ray 

initiations to publicly demonstrate the law in the initiation of the heart in Cancer moving into 

Leo on Feb 21st. This demonstration will be public and will demonstrate this year the God 

Victory over the core evil that is the Black Moon Lilith within each soul, her original sin. With 

victory this year comes the karmic challenge next year in the public demonstration for the third 

year of the transfiguration as the soul of the victors are confronted by the sense of injustice and 

the hate and hate creation of those Accommodators of the light and love of the Guru, in Virgo in 

2020 as the Galactic alignment comes to a close and the earth and Helios emerge into the light of 

the Divine Mother in 2021 whose star we are approaching as we emerge from the Galactic 

Equator. The coming intensity of the light will cause insanity in the uninitiated, the Cain 

generation who still believe the lie of the Serpent about the human ego and use of technology 

and mechanics (machinery) to take dominion in the earth. 

 

We emerge in 2021 when on our path of personal Christhood in Libra on our Christ Mission as 

we undergo the initiation of our hearts by the Holy Spirit standing before the Guru Sanat Kumara 

in Libra at the river Jordan to be anointed as he promised us would happen. So that we may stand 

in the cycle of 33 years (8/7/1991) to finish the Mission of the Summit Lighthouse in 2021 in the 

first of three years of the public demonstration of the law of our personal Christhood in the 

second coming in the initiation of our hearts that will see the miracle of the mystery of our God 

as these initiates bring the ascended masters names into every household in America. This must 

be accomplished by August 2024 when the Mission of TSL coinciding with the conclusion of 

three years of the public demonstration of the law to the American people by those who in those 

same three years fulfill their Christ Mission on the Path of Personal Christhood under the 

initiation of their hearts by the Holy Spirit. 

 

 This time table places those initiates in the resurrection flame as world teachers wearing 

the mantles bestowed by Sanat Kumara that he promised the faithful, so that by August 2024 at 

the conclusion of the Mission of TSL we may stand in the TSL cycle in Libra in the 34th year 

anointed by Sanat Kumara to gather the faithful from the homes of America and teach them so 
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that they may prove the law and the teachings as the American people must undergo the 14 tests 

of the crucifixion between August 2024 and August 2027.  This is the three-year period that will 

see the return of Merlin as foretold by Saint Germain to cast the black magicians out of Camelot, 

the Modreds and the Viviens, as Saint Germain returns to Washington DC. We enter an election 

year five months later in 2028. As the people rally to Saint Germain to seal North America and 

cast the black magicians out of North America as foretold by the Goddess of Liberty. 

 

 Maitreya teaches that the cycles are to be known and Mighty Victory teaches us that this 

is a test and a pattern that individuals and nations must follow. It is to be known by you that you 

may pass your tests and be co-creators with God by knowing the cycles of your life and the 

divine plan of each year. Beloved Morya tells us that within the divine plan is the will. The 

question and the choice that each soul faces is whose will rules the soul; Christs or the synthetic 

self, the not self, the black moon Lilith. The Black Moon Lilith the creation or effects created by 

the core rebellion of the soul, her original sin. The crucifixion and it’s 14 tests (stations of the 

cross) are for the shedding of the snake skin of the human ego that the divine ego, Christ may 

resurrect the soul as the Lamb’s Wife. 

 

 

Cosmic Cycles in Perspective 

 

 2019 is a year of endings.  In numerology it is 2+0+1+9 = 12 = 3 = Birth of Christ, the 

end of the lesser self; it means alignment with our higher self and the Guru. It represents the fruit 

of the path of the Initiation of the Heart (2/21/1988) on the path of Personal Christhood 

(11/1/1987).   It represents the oil in our lamps. It is the result of attainment at winter solstice of 

the Safe Passage of the soul bonded to the Guru and the soul's Holy Christ Self and of the 

internalization within the heart of the mantle of learning, illumination, and self-knowledge. This 

is the ability, Maitreya says, to recede into the secret chamber of the heart when the soul 

undergoes the crucifixion upon the cross. This is the inner initiation of the secret rays taught by 

Mighty Victory, in the Mandate of Victory on Cycles.  It is the culmination of a cycle of the 

Class of the Solar Ring that began its 36th year on January 1st 2019 as we entered the secret ray 

initiation of our souls for the public demonstration of the law of what the soul has internalized of 

the teachings and our teacher and in the Order of the Diamond Heart, the Guru. 

 

 This is the message to the faithful that by receding into the secret chamber of the heart 

they can focus their attention on unerringly achieving in the 36th year in Sagittarius (of the 1984 

cycles....) their divine plan's goal by communing with the Holy Spirit and assimilating the all 

accomplishing wisdom of the teachings given to the soul, this year.  As the Faithful sit under 

their own vine and fig tree in the Saturn Return of the Safe Passage of Ye All and assimilate the 

mantle of learning, illumination and self-knowledge.  This Saturn return occurred on November 

9th, 2018 in the 30th year of the cycle in Gemini during the soul's inner initiation of Christ 

mastery on the secret rays. This cycle changed on January 1st 2019 onto the line of Cancer in the 

31st year of secret ray initiation of the soul in the public demonstration of the law of personal 

Christhood. January 1st being the beginning of the 36th year of the solar rings binding and 

consuming the seat of the origin of evil in the soul, her original sin of rebellion against the Guru 

as law giver and initiator. 
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 The solar ring is the instrument of the judgment of evil in the matter universe (began on 

1/1 1984), including the core of your original sin against the Guru. This core evil is the Serpent’s 

coil around the spine. This is its final year of its third cycle, in the 36th year of binding it and 

casting it into the flame. This has major implications.  On January 1st 2020, we enter the 37th year 

in the resurrection flame of the Buddhic cycle of the sacred fire consuming this blackness of 

darkness, as described by Justinius. This corresponds with Saturn conjuncting Pluto, in the final 

year of the Galactic Alignment of Helios with the Galactic equator and the corresponding period 

of the birth of Christ.  The Christ who comes forth, in the Aquarian Age in Aquarius in the 38th 

year in 2021 when Helios emerges from the galactic equator, Christ emerges from the rift as the 

Son incarnate in the second coming, in many.   

 

Many who are ready to begin their Christ mission in Libra in the 34th year (2021) on the 

path of the initiation of the heart on the path of their Personal Christhood.  The galactic 

alignment lasts 46 years for the consuming of the cause and core of evil in the Black Hole as the 

origin of evil, that is tied to keeping you earth bound as your original sin against the Guru. This 

represents the 46-year period for the binding of your dweller that stands before the Divine 

Mother, who travails to give birth within you, to the man-child. This represents the 46 years of 

labor culminating in the birth within you as the second coming. The opportunity to let go and 

prepare the manger will last for the next 24 months. Then the Sun/Son emerges in the second 

coming and the light of the Mother will increase exponentially and the opportunity to purify will 

become clear to everyone. 

 

 Helios and Earth emerge from the rift of the galactic equator in 2021 into the accelerated 

light of the Divine Mother in the Galaxy at the completion of the last 46 years of the Galactic 

Alignment of Helios with the Sun behind the Sun, back to the Great Central Sun. As our sun 

revolves around the Galactic Center currently at 1 Capricorn, our Galaxy revolves around a 

central Sun at 1 Libra, and so on till we reach the Great Central Sun of Alpha and Omega. This is 

the period given to all embodied, to return to Maitreya's Mystery School and pass their initiations 

with the Serpent and his (original) lie who has returned (in 2012) to strip the chelas from the 

guru as prophesied by Guru Ma in 1985 with the creation of the 24 Elders and the beginning of 

the 33-year cycle of the playing out of "many of the prophesies of the Book of Revelation as 

taught by Archangel Michael (6/21/1985). Prophecies of what opposes the bonding to the heart 

of the Guru and the passing of these initiations for the purposes of bonding to the heart of 

Maitreya (8/10/1985 by Goddess of Liberty). This emergence in 2021 (beginning at winter 

solstice 2020, during the next Jupiter Saturn conjunction) coincides with the transfiguration on 

the path of personal Christhood in the 33rd year in Virgo (11/1 2019 - 11/1 2020) with the 

completion of the three years of public demonstration of Christ mastery of the law (11/2017 – 

11/2020). The soul enters Libra in the 34th year for the beginning of the three-year Christ 

Mission on November 1st 2020 during the next Saturn Jupiter conjunction.  The soul stands in 

her Holy Christ Self, one in Christ at the river Jordan before the Guru in the second coming to 

begin her mission, at winter solstice 2020. 

 

 What needs to be understood is how the accelerated light of the Sun, Helios will be met 

by the darkness in the people.  As the light contacts those who are not sealed in their foreheads, 
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the locusts are given the power to torment them for 5 months.  It will cause boils and sores in 

those who have not purified. The light will increase to an intensity where we will know the Great 

Day of the Lord when all the effects and memories of evil can be rolled up and in one day the 

population of earth can be reduced by 75% - 90%, per Mother and Jesus.  

 

 Physically in matter we see that increased solar activity affects mankind causing insanity, 

hence the king of the locusts (Millenniums) delivered by the 5th trumpet judgment to a third of 

men. While the 6th trumpet judgment delivers the judgment, as the four angels released from hell 

gather their armies of 200 million. The intensity of the Sun is reflected by the Moon in its 

revolution around the earth, causing lunacy.  That is why Saint Germain told us that when this 

time comes and the judgment descends upon the effects, memories, and records coming forth 

upon the fallen angels, to get to the mountains and the hills.  He told us he would send his angels 

to warn us.  The faithful need to be clear of their karma with the Guru, to have an empty chalice, 

to have the soul sensitivity in Leo of listening grace and to obey immediately.  This is the test in 

Leo in 2019 on the path of personal Christhood in the initiation of our hearts. 

 

 Saint Germain told us to prepare physically, for four scenarios and be prepared to survive 

for the next 200 years.  This means building community.  The community of the Essenes made 

up of those who will sacrifice the lesser self for the good of community and to prepare souls for 

marriage and the nurturing and protection of the Holy Family in the heart of community, (Saint 

Germain) to give a home for the birth of Christ in you.  So that if you have to reincarnate to 

finish up you will have a family who wants you and can protect you and give you a safe place to 

grow up in the Community of the Holy Spirit.  Saint Germain said that if you serve him as a 

faithful servant in this life and the law requires you be reborn to finish up, he will guarantee you 

such a rebirth that you will be able to ascend in the next life.  This is his promise to us.   

 

 We have been told by Mother that our priority in this life is to save our own soul because 

we are taught that the fallen angels are refusing to have children and that their karma is that they 

cannot have children, Goddess of Liberty Quarter fall 1979. So, unless the Essene communities 

are re-created by those trained by the Great White Brotherhood as the called-out ones trained by 

the embodied Guru, where will Christ be received and to whom will you pass the torch before 

this generation of called out ones passes away?    

 

 Between this year of endings and next year (2020) of new beginnings, mankind, 

especially the 13th Tribe, will enter a period where they will pass through a transformation of 

civilization while they themselves will under go a period of self-transformation.   

 

 This is the first in a series of documents titled, The Calm Before the Storm, The Public 

Demonstration of Christ Mastery of The Law: The Mandate of Victory in 2019.  Coming next is 

an overview of the astrological highlights for the year.  This will be followed by an in depth look 

at the light of winter solstice and the portents of the (inner) New Years Class while we attended 

on the outer the New Years Class of the Solar Ring, now beginning its 36th year.  This journey 

will open up the year to you not by the intellect, but by the third eye awakening by esoteric 

astrology of our understanding of the Clock of Destiny, as astrology is understood by the initiates 

of the outer mystery schools. It takes the cycles of cosmic math and translates them by the sacred 
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geometry of celestial (cosmic) astrology and the everlasting gospel given by the Seventh Angel 

through his Prophets.  The latter illumines  you who are bonded to the Guru and who stand in the 

Saturn return of the Safe Passage of Ye All under the Mantle of Learning, Illumination, and Self-

Knowledge to unerringly achieve your spiritual goals to attain your destiny in these cycles 

unfolding this year for your victory by walking in the wisdom of Perfected Action. These are 

those who are being trained on the 5th secret ray by Amoghasiddhi in Sagittarius. 
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     23. Beloved Helios, The Judgment of the Power Elite. A Mighty Scepter of the Trinity in the  

 Hand of the Holy Christ Self. POW Vol 34 # 40. 

 

     24. References to the Backlash: Pearls 

  volume 4 number 30 El Morya 

  volume 15 number 35 Mother Mary, "it is the hour of victory for those who are  

       ready to draw forth the light and challenge  

       the tale of the great Dragon... the tail of  

       man's own carnality". 

  volume 24 number 51-Gautama Buddha, "study the backlash of the Dragon's tail" 

  volume 28 number 26-the Messenger, "... but really do not focus on an issue and  

     wrestle with it... you feel the backlash, you know you have  

     aroused those serpents. And they start attacking.... you start 

     shying away from those decrees... Keepers of Flame, you  

     must go after them! Whatever the cost... 

  volume 29 number 23 footnote 3 Kuthumi speaks of Gemini Sagittarius  
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misqualified as envy and jealousy become revenge and 

retaliation…the backlash against the lightbearers as 

returning karma. The momentum of revenge of the falled 

ones unleashed. 

 

  volume 29 number 10- Sanat Kumara, "the light does increase. The darkness is  

     uncovered. As quickly as the gross darkness, and the force  

     of the anti-mind that you feel, is come upon you, recognize  

     it as a chemical aviation or backlash, the result of your  

     work rush to send it into the stream of cosmic light   

     descending". 

 

25. Vol 27 No. 29 Beloved Serapis Bey published June 3, 1984, Dictated April 8, 1984. 

• 33-year spiral of ascension’s flame in heart of Mother and 

Mystical Body and the Church.  The flame is for the testing and the 

trying of the nations.  Raise up one spiral a year…a dispensation. 

• Jesus taken down off the cross with MA and the chelas. 

• Conqueror fear (Pisces and Saturn) in sub conscious, an illusion to 

subdue you. 

• Is no sin, fallen ones condemn, pick yourselves up and move on. 

• Very day an initiation is to come, there will be a test of pride or 

ambition…anger; 5 secret rays. 

 

26. Vol 28 No. 45 Beloved Goddess of Liberty published Nov 10, 1985, Dictated Aug 10,  

                                    1985. 

• New 24-year plan associated with 33-year spiral summer solstice, 

1985, has to do with causal bodies of MA and yourselves and your 

twin flames.  We are on schedule. 

• Calculate the tests.  Observe the intruder.  Each day note what it 

is that first intrudes upon your tryst with the Lord, with your 

Bridegroom…whether from within or without… 

 

27. Vol. 29 No. 24 Beloved Sanat Kumara published June 9, 1986, Dictated Jan 26, 1986 

• Purity to consume the disease of the 7 last plagues. 

• The ancient mantle is restored; upon Mother.  Who is Mother? 

• You are in embodiment for one purpose, chakras accelerate 

Purity...by power of Secret Rays. 

• The mantle upon the Mother does drive back these fallen 

ones…they must receive their judgement. 

 

28. Vol 31 NO. 29 Beloved Maha Chohan published June 19, 1988, Dictated Feb 21, 1988 

• Love’s testing of a planet and a people 

• Holy Spirit Initiations to a Planet via 4 planets in Capricorn (4 

Horsemen) 
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• ..as the planetary water levels rise, as the tides rise…Age of 

Aquarius sets a new standard…a greater Love. 

• Mars the trigger 

• Tester whose signs are Saturn, Uranus, and Neptune 

• A cycle of great awakening and enlightenment, by embrace the 

Spirit of the Living God... 

• Many are NOT prepared 

• You may invoke unlimited light at this time as the other planets 

appearing, representative of the Divine Mother…Venus, Jupiter, 

and Sun, even the Moon… 

• Freedom is of the Holy Spirit, let it not catch you off guard, 

freedom is a power and a momentum seek the path of the 5 Secret 

Rays to keep God-Control and know these 5 Secret Ray 

initiations in the earth are the cause of the disturbances in the 

nations and governments and the sudden burdens upon the 

people. 

• If Holy Spirit come not, there be no deliverance.  The same light 

that is become the testing of souls is become the opening…you 

ascend in vibration 

29. Vol 32 No. 62 Beloved Cyclopea with Virginia, published Dec 17, 1989, Dictated Nov  

                                    26, 1989 

• Placing the Capstone on the Pyramid of the United States of 

America. 

• Convergence of Heaven and Earth…meeting of souls ascended and 

unascended in the Eye of the capstone.  Capstone is where we meet 

ascended hosts…no longer a separation in the Mystical Body of 

God…America is the designated place for this convergence… 

• Hold fast ...sustain Love…magnetizes Wisdom and Power 

• Putting the brake on those camped in the Soviet Union…out of 

hell, the astral plane, but also aliens in their spacecraft, 

intermingling with Soviet society.  They come for one purpose: to 

destroy the USA as the place prepared where heaven and earth 

shall meet.  They have not met their timetable...to prevent placing 

of this capstone on the pyramid of America…any holocaust or war 

that they should stage will not have been in time to prevent this 

manifestation. 

• Let the victory be sustained… 

 

30. Vol 33 No. 35 Beloved El Morya published Sept 9, 1990, Dictated Aug 7, 1990 

• Plan to reach the light bearers…tear down the walls of hatred 

erected by the fallen ones around TSL 

• Astrology squares, oppositions, and conjunctions are challenges, 

not obstacles, conflicts, and opposition 

• Sustain the capstone of the pyramid  
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• Purpose of all time is preserve and protect this activity...gain God-

Mastery 

• Clear the 7 deadly fears (Napoleon Hill) from your worlds that you 

may precipitate that supply. 

• Alliance with Kuthumi, that psychologist, assist you in transmuting 

the negatives by seeing through them, by blowing them away by 

Love and Mercy 

• Bless your enemies, all from whom you receive negative 

vibrations and matrices.  They present you the test, you would 

pass, the initiation you would get through (that obstacle) you 

one day would overcome; when you no longer carry their 

challenges. 

• They are the initiators who come from the dark side.  Bless 

them for the great strengthening you have received [from God 

as you determine to meet those challenges victoriously] Bless 

them for the lessons you have learned so that you could pass the 

tests of Maitreya and the Cosmic Christ when they did come.  Thus 

God-Gratitude for all who have ever injured you.  In that state of 

mind [trines, sextiles, quintiles] you become invulnerable and 

invincible, it is then that the ANGELS can permanently mend the 

holes in your garments. 

• Let the word live in you and let the work, as its complement be for 

the anchoring and the balance.  Let our chelas speak the word 

because they have assimilated it, as part of their total being. 

 

31. Vol 33 No. 6 The Messenger, published Fed 11, 1990, Given May 21, 1989 NYC 

• Prophecy for the 1990’s III; The four horsemen: A 2,000-Year 

Ride 

• Based on a vision Feb 22, 1989  

 

 

32. Vol 34 No. 40 Beloved Helios, published Aug 18, 1991, Dictated July 4, 1991 

• Unto you is the cup of victory 

• Judgment of the power elite 

• Mighty scepter of the Trinity in the hand of the Holy Christ Self 

• The SUN consumes all unlike itself.  You can do anything through 

the Cosmic Christ consciousness of the SUN.  Remember that ye 

are God’s, and He holds you close…the only distance you know is 

time and space conditioned by inharmony. 

• …the dark clouds of the fallen ones that attempt to cover and 

eclipse the SUN of your I AM Presence. 

• Let not the eclipse of the sun or moon in any way mar the 

blessings of the Sun of your soul and the Sun of your I AM 
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Presence!  Defeat that astrology…unto you is the cup of victory.  

Remind yourself daily, I am a son or daughter of Helios and Vesta. 

• …these wings are the wings of the mind…of God Mercury…of 

Venus.  Draw down the SUN into the lowest depths of the physical 

plane…unto the 33 steps... you can by the power of the SUN rout 

those fallen ones bind death and hell, cast them into the lake of fire 

of your own SUN. 

• Fallen ones remain until the people (1st house) decide to reject 

them, for they will no longer worship them, they will no longer 

accept their standards.  It is YOU who have given them haven!  

Divest yourselves of all that consciousness…they will no longer be 

able to abide. The earth is …Saint Germain’s and Portia’s and it is 

their turn with God and Goddess Meru to remake this world into 

the kingdom of heaven and you assisting… 

• Fallen ones remain because it is the kingdom of the fallen 

ones…have set up their underworld and they rise from the 

underworld to move against you. 

• Do not allow it; Helios has placed a mighty scepter in the hand of 

your Christ Self.  Call to your Christ Self to use that scepter in the 

name of the Son of God (SUN) in the name of Jesus Christ, 

Maitreya, Gautama, Sanat Kumara.  Call to him to use that scepter 

• Fallen ones are quaking at 33 levels of hell today, and in the 

White House, Congress, the Supreme Court and in every 

legislature of this nation and the world.  They exist by the 

sponsorship of the Hierarchy of Light and they are on Earth this 

day where ever they are to know in consciousness that that 

sponsorship is withdrawn from them now (7:56 pm MDT).  They 

are cut off.  The dispensation is gone, it is done with. 

Let the decree of the KOFs resound that the judgment is come in 

the physical dimension unto those who have misused the chain of 

Hierarchy, every fallen one whosoever followed after that Arch 

deceiver Lucifer. 

 


